
Cloud solutions for healthcare data 
provide enhanced opportunities for 
collaboration with a focus on secure, 
anywhere access to clinical information, 
including population health and genomics.

AI is enabling faster decisions, fewer 
errors and reduced cost of care, placing 
healthcare as a priority area of investment.
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How would  
you describe  
your state’s 

adoption  
of AI?

31% Proofs of concepts/
demonstrations

24% Evaluating/gathering 
requirements (RFI)
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49%
11%
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15%

83%
15%

19% Piloting

12% No use or  
planned use

Plans to 
implement

In use 
currently

13% Currently using but not 
in core lines of business

1% Widely used across 
the state

Key Areas of Public Sector Investment in IT
The security, flexibility and savings of hybrid cloud data management are fueling investment. 

State CIOs Plan Strong Cloud Growth Cloud Savings by Adoption Rate
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To learn more,  
visit netapp.com/healthcare

Massive amounts of data can 
shift from a burden to an asset 
when the right technologies are 
put into place. Not only does 
the right data infrastructure 
lower costs, but it improves 
care, patient outcomes and 
community health.

– Lisa Hines, NetApp Healthcare

Experience and expertise, coupled with data-driven 
insights, are permanently and pervasively changing 
the way we protect and care for patients. 

NetApp has the cloud and AI solutions and 
partnerships to meet your most challenging 
workloads and data needs.

The Foundation for the Future is Data

NetApp Knows State and Local Healthcare
With a large and growing footprint in healthcare — at all levels of government — NetApp brings experience, 
expertise and practical, forward-facing solutions for securely storing, sharing and managing healthcare data. 

State and Local Government Runs on NetApp

Snapshot: Experience Supporting Federal Healthcare

Public Sector Healthcare IT Priorities

ALL of the  
25 largest states 50%

of the largest  
US cities

50%

of the top 25  
counties

SECURITY: Data protection in  
transit and at rest

ANYWHERE ACCESS: Reliable, real-time 
availability of clinical information

EFFICIENCY: Reducing costs; improving  
performance, access and protection

AUTOMATION: Leveraging technology  
to streamline workflow

INTEGRATION: Unifying data from clinical 
applications, IoT, telehealth, BYOD

COLLABORATION: Simple, secure  
data exchange, across departments,  
institutions, agencies

DATA DRIVEN DIGITAL  
CARE DELIVERY: Analytics, telemedicine,  
virtual care, AI/ML

2,000+ systems and 
petabytes of capacity

1.3 million  
unique patients

36 million images 
at 148 VA Medical Centers

of the top 20 
ranked academic 

medical centers run 
on NetApp

80% 


